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REPORT HIGHLIGHTS 
 

• Civilian Police Oversight Agency received (153) civilian complaints for the reporting period of 

January 1, 2018 to June 30, 2018. 

• Number of complaints pending at the start of reporting period were (88), while total number of 

complaints closed were (149).  

• 42% of the civilian complaints were closed in less than 90 days. 

• APD employees were identified in (2,151) commendations. 

• (18) Civilian Police Complaints implicate (2) or more APD employees. 

• (153) complaints were received in this reporting period compared to (172) complaints received 

during first half of 2017. 

• (149) complaints were closed compare to (161) complaints closed during first half of 2017. 

• Out of (48) dispositions, most were assigned a finding of exonerated (17) and unfounded (16). 

• (85) Sworn APD employees (41 Hispanic and 44 Non-Hispanic) and (21) non-sworn APD 

employees (8 Hispanic and 13 Non-Hispanic) were implicated in complaints received. 

• (90) Sworn APD employees (32 Hispanic and 58 Non-Hispanic) and (17) non-sworn APD 

employees (9 Hispanic and 8 Non-Hispanic) were implicated in complaints closed. 

• (52) Female and (48) Male citizens filed the complaints against APD employees. (31) citizens 

did not provide information about gender. 

• (33) citizens were Hispanic and (42) were Non-Hispanic while (56) complainants did not 

provide information about ethnicity. 

• (56) citizens reported their sexual orientation as Heterosexual, (6) reported Homosexual while 

(64) complainants did not provide information about their sexual orientation. 

• (14) citizens reported they had mental health issues while (66) reported no mental health 

issues. (51) complaints did not report on information regarding mental health problems. 

• (12) citizens were homeless and (79) were not homeless. (40) citizens did not report housing 

status in the complaint. 

• 55% of the citizens filed complaint within one week of the incident. 

• (46) Serious Use of Force incident occurred involving (79) officers (24 Hispanic, 55 Non-

Hispanic) (75 Male, 4 Female) (92% White). 

• Serious force was used (107) times against (46) citizens, with empty hand techniques used the 

most (38 times). 

• (7) Officer involved shooting cases occurred during this reporting period. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mission Statement 
“Advancing Constitutional Policing and Accountability for the 
Albuquerque Police Department and the Albuquerque 
Community” 
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Introduction 

 

The Civilian Police Oversight Agency (CPOA) is an independent agency of the city of 

Albuquerque, neither part of the city government or the city council. The CPOA consists of the 

Police Oversight Board (POB) and an Administrative office (the Agency) led by the Executive 

Director. CPOA receives, investigates, and reviews complaints and commendations 

submitted by community members concerning the Albuquerque Police Department (APD). 

The CPOA is mandated by the Police Oversight Ordinance (§ 9-4-1-1 through 9-4-1-14) to 

submit semi-annual reports to the city council, and the information contained in this semi-

annual report is for period beginning January 1st, 2018 through June 30th, 2018. This report is 

divided into the following sections: 

 

I. Complaint Details 
II. Employee and Citizen Characteristics 

III. Serious Use of Force & Officer Involved Shooting Incidents 
IV. Public Outreach by CPOA 
V. Policy issues at APD & Policy Recommendations by CPOA 

VI. POB Policy Activities 
VII. Recommended Legislative Amendments to Oversight Ordinance 

 

The first section, ‘Complaint Details,’ begins with a broad look at complaints including the total 

number of complaints received and considered during the first six months of 2018. This 

section also covers other details including the number of employees involved in those 

complaints, associated allegations, time period to close complaint investigations, complaints 

received by APD bureau and division, comparison of complaints received and closed with 

previous year. Furthermore, the section provides information related to the source of 

complaints and also identifies the disposition of complaints as required by the ordinance. 

 

The next section, ‘Employee and Citizen Characteristics,’ reports demographic information on 

both complainants and the employees involved in the complaint. The information includes 

gender and race of both complainant and employee, type of employee, duration of 

employment, race/ethnicity of employees and complainants, and employees with repeated 

complaints. The section also highlights the citizen information in terms of number of 

complaints received as well as closed. 

 

Third section ‘Serious Use of Force’ and ‘Officer Involved Shooting’ provide a snapshot of 

number of incidents that occurred during the first half of 2018. Section four will highlight 
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outreach initiatives undertaken by the Agency or POB during the reporting period. The last 

three sections policy issues at APD & policy recommendations by CPOA, POB policy 

activities and legislative amendments to oversight ordinance will also be reported as required 

by the ordinance. 

 

Complaint Process and Finding Categories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1. Complaint Timeline 

 

Civilian police complaint can either be filed with the police department or with the CPOA itself. 

If the complaint is filed with the police, Internal Affairs must refer the complaint to the CPOA 

within three business days. Once the complaint is received by the CPOA, there are seven 

days (the ordinance does not specify if this is calendar days) to assign the complaint to an 

investigator. The CPOA will mediate complaints, whenever appropriate and agreed upon by 

the parties. If the case is not appropriate for mediation, the Agency (CPOA) will open a case 

and assign it to an investigator. The assigned investigator will interview witnesses, obtain 

evidence, and interview the APD personnel involved, when appropriate. Once the 

investigation of the complaint is completed, the Executive Director of the CPOA will review 

the complaint and results of the investigation to determine if there are any violations of 

Albuquerque Police Department Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). The investigator 

may close the complaint following an initial investigation or the investigator may take it to a 

full investigation. A complaint can be resolved without a full investigation for the following 

reasons:  

 

Complaint 

Filed 

3 Days 

90 Days 

120 Days 

150 

Days 
180 

Days 

Complaint 

Completed 

If received by 

APD, within 3 

business days 

IA must refer 

complaint to 

the CPOA. 

 

All administrative 

investigations must be 

completed within 90 calendar 

days of initiation of the 

complaint investigation. 

These 90 days does not 

include the review period. 

 

An extension of 

investigation may be 

requested to the Chief of 

Police, if approved in 

writing a 30-day extension 

is granted. This results in 

120 total days. 

 

Review and final approval of the 

investigation and the 

determination and imposition of 

the appropriate discipline should 

be completed within 30 days 

after the completion of the 

investigation. 

 

The Director will submit a public record letter 

to the civilian complainant with a copy to the 

Chief of Police outlining the findings and 

recommendations as approved. Unless a 

hearing is requested by the civilian 

complainant within 30 days of the decision by 

the POB. 

 

150 Days 
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• the investigator verifies completed reports are ready and do not constitute misconduct 
by an employee,  

• the investigator cannot minimally substantiate allegations,  

• the policy violations are minor, 

• allegations are duplicative, 

• lack of information to complete the investigation, 

• the complainant requests a withdrawal of the complaint, or  

• the complaint was lodged against someone who is not an APD employee.  
 

After receiving the complaint, the CPOA has ninety-calendar days to complete the 

administrative investigation. A thirty-calendar day extension may be requested by the Chief of 

Police and must be approved in writing by the APD Chief. With extension granted, the CPOA 

has a total of 120 days to complete the investigation. In some cases, if the complaint is not 

filed with the CPOA immediately after the incident, the body camera footage of the incident 

may not be available before the CPOA investigators. 

 

Within thirty days of completing the investigation the final approval of the investigation should 

be performed as well as the determination and imposition of the appropriate discipline. POB 

reviews the outcome of every complaint at monthly board meetings where they approve or 

delay the investigative findings of CPOA. It is possible that during this review period the POB 

will return the complaint to the CPOA thus requiring additional time to resolve the complaint. 

The additional amount of time given to resolve the complaint is not explicitly specified in the 

ordinance. 

 

Upon approval of findings and recommendations by the POB, the CPOA Executive Director 

by the ordinance must submit a public record letter to the civilian complainant with a copy to 

the APD Chief of Police with the findings and recommendations as approved. At this point, 

the civilian complainant has (30) days to request a hearing. If no hearing is requested the 

Chief of Police must notify the POB and the original complainant of his or her final disciplinary 

decision. The Chief of Police retains sole authority to impose discipline to an Albuquerque 

Police Department employee for violations of the Albuquerque Police Department Standard 

Operating Procedures. The person who filed the complaint may appeal the POB’s findings 

and the Chief’s disciplinary findings. If the investigation exceeds nine months, the Executive 

Director of the CPOA must report the reason to the POB. The Civilian Police Oversight 

Agency does not conduct criminal investigations. 

 

There are six possible findings that the APD and the CPOA use: 
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• Sustained – Where the investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence 

that the alleged misconduct did occur. 

• Not Sustained – Where the investigation is unable to determine, by a preponderance of 

the evidence, whether the alleged misconduct occurred. 

• Exonerated – Where the investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence, 

that the alleged conduct did occur but did not violate APD policies, procedures, or 

training. 

• Unfounded – Where the investigation determines, by clear and convincing evidence, 

that the alleged misconduct did not occur or did not involve the subject officer. 

• Sustained Violation Not Based on Original Complaint (Sustained/NBOOC) – Where the 

investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence, that misconduct did 

occur that was not alleged in the original complaint but that was discovered during the 

misconduct investigation. 

• Administratively Closed – Where the policy violations are minor, the allegations are 

duplicative, or investigation cannot be conducted because of the lack of information in 

the complaint. 

 

Data 

 

As required by the ordinance, this report highlight complaints received and closed along with 

the disposition, demographic information of employees and complainants, number of serious 

uses of force incidents and officer involved shootings. It also provides information regarding 

long-term planning, policy recommendations and public outreach efforts by CPOA and policy 

activities of the POB. Notably, due to unavailability of access to APD’s warehouse, it only 

reports on the information that is provided by the APD and information that is available on IA 

pro database. These are several limitations and missing data points that will be mentioned 

with the sections of this report. The data sources used to create this report include: 

 

I. Datasets from paragraph 298 of CASA provided to Independent Monitor by APD 
II. APD IA Pro database 

III. Citizen Complaint data at CPOA 
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Commendations 

 

Individuals can submit commendations or “Job Well 

Done” forms for APD employees who provide exemplary 

service. Commendations are unsolicited attestation that 

the employee has done something extra special for 

which they should be recognized. APD gives 

commendations and awards to officers whose actions 

rise above the expected standards of key departmental 

values, such as honor, courage and commitment to 

community service. Number of commendations received 

by involved officer’s bureau for the period of January 

2018 to June 2018 is mentioned in the box on the right. 

 

In total, APD employees were identified in (2,151) 

commendations. The largest percentage of APD 

employees who were the recipient of (605) 

commendations (28%) belonged to Field Services East division. However, a smaller but still 

sizeable number of commendations (576) (26%) and (306) (14%) were received by 

employees in Field Services West Division and Investigative Bureau. Male employees 

represented (1704) or (79%) of all commendations while Female employees were part of 

(435) or (20%) of total commendations received. There is missing data for (12) 

commendations which does not identify employee involved. 

 

Citizen Commendation Letters 

 

One citizen in the letter stated: 

‘An officer demonstrated extraordinary attentiveness in my neighborhood and showed 

remarkable courtesy towards myself and my wife’.  

Another citizen letter praised an APD officer: 

‘Officers were very compassionate, polite and concerned for us. They made sure to stay until 

all our questions and concerns were answered’. 

One citizen noted that:  

Commendations 

Received by Officer’s 

Bureau 

Administrative Support Bureau     270 

Aviation Bureau              22 

Chief’s Office             2 

Compliance            76 

Crossing Guards            1 

Field Services          120 

Field Services- East Division          605 

Field Services- West Division         576 

Investigative Bureau         306 

Professional Acc Bureau          20 

Special Services Bureau          85 

Missing Information*         68 

Total         2151 

 

Source: IA Pro 
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‘the presence of officers on horseback have positive impact on the neighborhoods (business 

and residential) and is extremely thankful for their presence.’  

Another letter from a citizen stated: 

‘Officer was the most polite, professional person I have ever met in my life. When finished 

with report, I told the officer about my wife medical condition, the officer offered to give the 

kidney to my wife. The officer deserves highest commendation for professionalism and care. 

Officer truly is a saint’.  

 

Section I. Complaint Details 

 

Any person claiming to be aggrieved by actions of the 

police may file a complaint against the department or any 

of its employees. From January 1st 2018 to June 30th 

2018, CPOA received (153) and closed (149) civilian 

police complaints. Of those complaints that were closed, 

(88) complaints were pending at the start of the year, 

suggesting CPOA closed (61) of the (153) complaints it 

received during the current reporting period (about 40 %). 

Note that the agency has recorded more complaints than 

(153) and only (153) are considered. The reason why all 

complaints received are not investigated is due to some 

complaints having no or irrelevant information provided 

by complainant, some complaints not meant for APD 

employees and some regular complainants tend to file 

complaints without reason leading them not to be considered. 

 

Complaint Closure Time 

Complaints closed in the reporting period by the 

number of days took for closure is underlined in this 

section. (64) out of the (149) complaints (42% 

approximately) were closed in less than 90 days. As 

noted earlier, all complaints must be completed 

within 90 days unless an extension has been 

 

 

Complaints Received 

153 

Complaints Closed 

149 

Complaints Pending at Start 

88 

Complaints Received & 

Closed 

61 

 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Less than 90 days 64 

90-120 days  10 

121-150 days  15 

151-180 days  13 

181-9 months  15 

More than 9 months 32 

Total   149 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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requested and granted. (10) complaints were closed between 90 – 120 days, (15) 

between 121 – 150 days, (13) between 151 – 180 days, (15) between 181 days and 9 

months, and (32) in more than 9 months. Major factors causing the delayed completion 

of some complaints include lack of information on complaints and limited investigators 

at the agency working on clearing backlog of complaints from previous years. 

Identifying other factors causing delayed closure of complaints should be explored and 

reported. 

 

Complaints Received, Closed, Allegation & Employees 

Civilian police complaint can include one or more allegation of misconduct and can 

also implicate more than one APD employee. Figure 1 below shows the number of 

associated allegations and employees involved for the complaints that were received 

and closed for the reporting period. (153) complaints received during the first half of 

2018 included (167) allegations involving (106) APD employees. For complaints 

received, there is missing data for (131) allegations and (62) employee(s) associated 

with those complaints. Similarly, (149) complaint closed during the reporting period 

involved (170) allegations of misconduct for (105) employees. For complaints closed, 

there is missing allegation data for (124) complaints and missing employee data for 

(56) complaints. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Complaints, Allegations, and Implicated employees for Complaints Received and Closed 

*131 Complaints received had missing Allegation data 

**124 Complaints closed had missing Allegation data 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 
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Complaint Status 

Once complaint is received, it goes through several stages of investigative process. 

These categories are defined as Initial, Active, Forwarded and Closed. For this 

reporting period, (153) complaints were received and out of those (13) are in the initial 

stage (received and not assigned to investigator), (41) complaints are in active stage 

(investigator assigned), (6) are forwarded (to internal affairs) and (93) are 

closed/completed.  

 

Employees Involved in Complaints Received 

This section highlights the number of complaints received and number of employees 

implicated in those complaints. Of the total (153) complaints received during the 

reporting period, (73) complaints involved one employee. (10) complaints involved two 

employees and (5) complaints received concerned four employees. Further breakdown 

of the complaints received along with the number of employees involved is highlighted 

in table 1 below. There is missing data for (62) complaints received which does not 

provide information on employees involved. 

 

Civilian Police 

Complaints 

Received 

Employees 

Involved 

73 1 

10 2 

1 3 

5 4 

1 5 

1 12 

62 Missing** 

 
Table 1: Complaints Received and Employees involved 

*62 complaints received had missing employee information 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Complaint Comparison with 2017 
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Figure 2.1 and 2.2 presents the number of complaints received and closed by the 

agency during the first half of 2018 compared to the first and second half of 2017. The 

information provided in this section will highlight the trend of complaints, whether they 

increased or decreased compared to 2017. Several questions could be answered with 

this analysis. First, more complaints received might suggest an occurrence of more 

police misconduct incidents or fewer complaints can suggest that police conduct has 

improved. An increase in complaints received can also suggest that citizens are now 

more aware of the complaint procedure as compared to the previous year leading them 

to file more complaints, which can be attributed to better community outreach by the 

agency. Secondly, a comparison of complaints closed with the previous year will 

identify why more or fewer cases are completed in the current period. The information 

will highlight whether there is a need to staff more investigators due to fewer complaint 

closure and will also show efficacy of investigators if they are closing more complaints 

in the same time period. Such datasets will help better identify the trends and will 

inform the policy makers to make better decisions. 

 

Complaints received during the current reporting period has decreased to (153) 

compared to (172) complaints which were received during the first half of 2017 as seen 

in figure 2.1 below. The second half of 2017 saw a significant decline from (172) to (96) 

complaints received. As shown in figure 2.2, complaints closed during the current 

reporting period has increased to (149) compared to (61) complaints which were 

closed during same time period in 2017 and (49) complaints that were closed during 

the second half of 2017. 
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Figure 2.1: Civilian Police Complaints Received January 2017-June 2018 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Civilian Police Complaints Closed January 2017-June 2018 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Complaint Source 

Complaints received by the agency can come through different sources. A citizen can 

personally reach the agency by calling or coming to the office to file a complaint, they 

can email, send the complaint through the regular mail, or fax the complaint. Complaint 

forms are available online, at all police stations, libraries and community 
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centers across Albuquerque. For the period of January to June 2018, out of the (153) 

complaints received, (38) reached the agency through online self-reporting by citizens, 

source of (12) complaints was written walk-in. (63) out of (153) complaints that were 

received had missing information related to the source suggesting the need for better 

intake of complaints process. Further breakdown of complaint source is highlighted in 

figure 3 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Source of Complaints Received January-June 2018 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Complaint Disposition/Findings 

Following the completion of investigations for 

civilian police complaints, CPOA recommends 

one of several disposition/findings. These 

include Unfounded (investigation determined 

misconduct did not occur), Sustained (alleged 

misconduct did occur), Not Sustained (unable 

to determine by preponderance of evidence 

whether misconduct occurred), Exonerated 

(Alleged conduct occurred but did not violate 

APD policies, procedures or training), 

Administratively Closed (minor policy violation, duplicative allegations, or cannot 

conduct investigation due to lack of information in the complaint) and Sustained 
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Violation (finding not based on original complaint). Graph on the right provides a 

snapshot of investigated complaints that are arrayed by recommended disposition. The 

information is collected from paragraph 298 data sets provided to Independent Monitor 

by APD. Most of the available data is missing information regarding employee, 

allegation and findings, and only (48) were assigned a finding during this reporting 

period. 

 

Section II. Employee and Citizen Characteristics 

 

Section 9-4-1-10-B of the ordinance require the reporting of information pertinent to subject 

officers and complainants in the semi-annual reporting. This section is divided into two sub-

sections. First section will provide information related to APD employees who were implicated 

in complaints while second section reports on demographic characteristics of citizen 

complainants for both complaints received and closed for the reporting period of January 1st 

2018 to June 30th 2018. 

 

Employee Characteristics 

 

Complaints can be filed against both Sworn and Non-sworn employees of Albuquerque Police 

Department. Total of (80) civilian police complaints were received against sworn APD 

employees while (22) complaints were received against non-sworn employees. (85) sworn 

APD employees were involved in those (80) complaints whereas (21) non-sworn employees 

were involved in (22) complaints received. Out of (153) total complaints received for the 

reporting period, (102) included information regarding sworn and non-sworn APD employees 

while (62) complaints had missing employee information. 

 

Note that one complaint can have more than one employee involved so we might have 

information of one employee in a particular complaint but that complaint might have missing 

information regarding other employees. (62) complaints with missing information will have 

some information relating to involved employees but will also be reported under the category 

of complaints with missing employee information. For complaints that were closed in the 

reporting period, (81) complaints involved (90) sworn APD employees. (17) civilian police 

complaints were against (17) non-sworn employees. Out of (149) complaints that were 
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closed, (98) complaints involved sworn and non-sworn employees while (56) has missing 

officer information. 

 

Complaints Received for Sworn APD Employees 

The data from paragraph 298 provided to the Independent Monitor by APD has 

missing employee information involving (62) complaints which were received for the 

current reporting period. Major factor for missing information has already been 

discussed in the previous section. Another reason can be attributed to lack of 

information provided by complainants regarding officer’s name and badge number 

when filing the complaint. Breakdown of sworn employee rank, ethnicity and gender, 

bureau and division at the time of complaint received can be seen below. Out of (85) 

sworn employees, (41) were Hispanic while (44) were Non-Hispanic. (72) of those 

were Male employees while (13) were Female. The youngest sworn employee 

receiving complaint was 23 years old while the oldest recipient was 62 years old. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 2: Complaints Received and Sworn Employees involved 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Sworn Employee Rank 

Police Officer 1st Class 65 

Patrolman 2nd Class 3 

Senior Police Officer 4 

Sergeant   12 

Lieutenant  1 

Total   85 

 

Sworn Employee 

Ethnicity 

Hispanic   41 

Non-Hispanic  44 

Total   85 

Sworn Employee 

Gender 

Male   72 

Female   13 

Total   85 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Sworn Employee 

Bureau 

Compliance  6 

Field Services West 23 

Field Services East  36 

Investigative  9 

Administrative Support 6 

Field Services   5 

Total   85 

 

 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Sworn Employee 

Division 

Crisis Intervention  4 

Southwest  4 

Northeast  17 

CID/Family Advocacy 9 

Metro Traffic  5 

IA Compliance  2 

Southeast  13 

Valley   15 

Foothills   8 

Northwest  5 

Special Operations 2 

Records   1 

Total   85 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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Complaints Received for Non-sworn APD Employees 

Graphs below further identifies non-sworn employees by number of complaints 

received. Total of (22) Civilian Police Complaints were received involving (21) non-

sworn APD employees. Out of (21) employees, (8) were Hispanic and (13) were non-

Hispanic. (11) males while (10) female non-sworn APD employees were implicated in 

those complaints. The youngest non-sworn employee receiving complaint was 20 

years old while the oldest was 58 years old. Further breakdown of non-sworn 

employee characteristics is mentioned below. Paragraph 298 data identified few Police 

Officer 1st class, Patrolman 2nd class/lateral among the category of non-sworn APD 

employees which suggest clear data discrepancy. This is mainly due to overwriting of 

data in the APD warehouse which does not retain historical information on employees. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Complaints Received and Non-Sworn Employees involved 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Complaints Closed for Sworn APD Employees 

As previously discussed, one complaint closed might include more than one employee. 

Some complaints closed had missing employee data due to lack of information in the 

Non-Sworn Employee 

Rank 

Police Officer 1st Class 2 

Patrolman 2nd Class 9 

Patrolman 2nd Class Lateral 1 

Community Serv Asst 1 

Crime Scene Specialist 1 

Crisis Outreach Support 1 

Crisis Outreach Clinician 1 

Management Analyst 1 

Office Assistant  1 

PSA/PSA Training  2 

Records Specialist  1 

Total   21 

Non-Sworn Employee 

Gender 

Male   11 

Female   10 

Total   21 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Non-Sworn 

Employee Bureau 

Compliance  2 

Field Services West 8 

Field Services East  7 

Investigative  1 

Administrative Support 2 

Field Services   1 

Total   21 

 

Non-Sworn 

Employee Ethnicity 

Hispanic   8 

Non-Hispanic  13 

Total   21 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Non-Sworn 

Employee Division 

Crisis Intervention  1 

Southeast  3 

Northeast  4 

SED/Criminalistic Lab 1 

Metro Traffic  1 

Behavioral Health  1 

Valley   4 

Foothills   1 

Northwest  4 

Records   1 

Total   21 

 

 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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complaint or the complainant has not mentioned employee name or badge number. 

Table 4 below provide the breakdown of sworn employee rank, ethnicity and gender, 

bureau and division for complaints closed during the reporting period. Most of the 

sworn APD employees for complaints closed, nearly (52%) belonged to field services 

east bureau and (27%) are from the northeast division. About (65%) employees were 

non-Hispanic while (76%) of them were male. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Complaints Closed and Sworn Employees involved 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Complaints Closed for Non-sworn APD Employees 

Non-sworn APD employees by number of complaints closed are highlighted in table 5 

below. Total of (17) Civilian Police Complaints were closed implicating (17) non-sworn 

APD employees. Out of (17), (9) were Hispanic and (8) were non-Hispanic. Complaints 

closed involved (12) Male and (5) Female non-sworn APD employees. The youngest 

employee receiving complaint was 20 years old while the oldest was 58 years old. 

Paragraph 298 datasets identified Police Officer 1st class and Patrolman 2nd class 

Sworn Employee Rank 

Police Officer 1st Class 69 

Patrolman 2nd Class 7 

Standard   1 

Sergeant   12 

Lieutenant  1 

Total   90 

 

Sworn Employee 

Ethnicity 

Hispanic   32 

Non-Hispanic  58 

Total   90 

Sworn Employee 

Gender 

Male   69 

Female   21 

Total   90 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Sworn Employee 

Bureau 

Compliance  4 

Field Services West 22 

Field Services East  47 

Investigative  6 

Administrative Support 4 

Special Services   5 

Professional Accountability 2 

Total   90 

 

 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Sworn Employee 

Division 

Crisis Intervention  3 

Southwest  7 

Northeast  25 

CID/Family Advocacy 4 

Metro Traffic  5 

IA   2 

Southeast  14 

Valley   10 

Foothills   8 

Northwest  5 

Special Operations 3 

Special Investigation 1 

Academy  2 

Property Crime  1 

Total   90 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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among non-sworn employees which suggest clear data discrepancy, and is mainly due 

to the reason identified earlier. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Complaints Closed and Non-Sworn Employees involved 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Citizen/Complainant Characteristics: 

 

For the current reporting period, the agency received (153) civilian police complaints and out 

of those, (131) complaints were assigned a CPC number involving (127) citizens. Some 

complaints were duplicative so they were assigned the same CPC number. Some complaints 

were out of jurisdiction meaning they were not meant for APD personnel and some were 

referred to Internal Affairs due to criminal allegations involved. The data provided in this 

section highlight the complainants’ race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, mental health 

status, age, housing status (homeless), and also highlights average number of days for 

citizen to file a complaint from the occurrence of incident. 

 

Non-Sworn Employee 

Rank 

Police Officer 1st Class 8 

Patrolman 2nd Class 2 

Telecomm Operator 1 

Police Rec Tech II  1 

Crisis Outreach Support 1 

Crisis Outreach Clinician 1 

PSA II Supervisor  1 

PSA   1 

Records Specialist  1 

Total   17 

Non-Sworn Employee 

Gender 

Male   12 

Female   5 

Total   17 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Non-Sworn 

Employee Bureau 

Compliance  2 

Field Services West 2 

Field Services East  7 

Investigative  1 

Administrative Support 2 

Professional Accountability  1 

Missing*   2 

Total   17 

 

Non-Sworn 

Employee Ethnicity 

Hispanic   9 

Non-Hispanic  8 

Total   17 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

 

Non-Sworn 

Employee Division 

Crisis Intervention  1 

Southeast  3 

Northeast  3 

SED/Criminalistic Lab 1 

Payroll   1 

Communications  1 

Valley   1 

Foothills   1 

Southwest  1 

Records   1 

Behavioral Health  1 

Missing*   2 

Total   17 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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Again, there is missing data or data not reported by citizens regarding the demographic 

characteristics, specifically due to lack of information provided in the complaint form. The 

source of data for reporting is from the complaint form ‘optional demographic section’. Some 

complainants do not feel comfortable to provide information about sexual orientation or 

information related to mental health issues. Most of the complaints received over the phone 

has missing demographic information of the complainants. Another reason for missing 

information is due to old complaint forms which was not capturing all the information that is in 

place in the newer complaint form. Notably, some complaints are filed by citizens for other 

individuals. Some demographic information captured might not have demographic information 

of actual complainant rather it will have information of those filling the complaint form. Sub-

sections below highlight demographic information of citizen complainants from January 1st 

2018 to June 30th 2018. 

 

Complainant Gender 

This section focus attention on the gender of 

complainants represented by complaints received 

during this reporting period. Female complainants 

comprised of the larger number (52) compare to male 

complainants (48). Several complaints (27) did not 

provide information about gender in the complaint form. 

 

Complainant Race/Ethnicity 

Data on race and ethnicity are essential to identify 

patterns and population segments that are filing civilian 

police complaints. It will help identify problems and 

population at risk, which is the crucial first step in 

providing policymakers the tool for effective decision-

making. The data will help understand the underlying 

causes of problem faced by specific group of population 

due to police misconduct, will ensure police officers are 

complying with civil rights law and will also help detect 

evidence of discrimination against certain segments of 

population. Section on the right provides a snapshot of 

Male 

48 

Female 

52 

Not Reported 

27* 

Source: CPOA Complaint Intake Forms 

 
Hispanic 

32 

Non-Hispanic 

39 

Not Reported 

56 

 

White  58 

Black  5 

Mixed  5 

Native  4 

Other  5 

Asian  1 

Not Reported 51* 

Source: CPOA Complaint Intake Forms 
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race and ethnic classification of citizen complainants for the current reporting period. 

 

Complainant Sexual Orientation 

Per the CASA agreement, DOJ mandated the agency 

and APD to collect data regarding the sexual 

orientation of citizens to identify possible biases among 

specific population segments. Discrimination and 

harassment by law enforcement based on individual’s 

sexual orientation hinders the process of effective 

policing, breaks community trust and prevent officers 

from serving and protecting communities. For the 

complaints received during this period, most of the 

complainants were heterosexual (56), while a 

significantly larger number (61) complainants did not 

provide information regarding their sexual orientation. 

This is due to factors already discussed in the prior 

sections. 

 

Complainant Mental Health Status 

This section provides information pertinent to mental 

health status of complainants. Under CASA agreement, 

‘APD and the Civilian Police Oversight Agency shall 

track allegations regarding misconduct involving 

individuals who are known to be homeless or have a 

mental illness, even if the complainant does not 

specifically label the misconduct as such’. CPOA 

updated the complaint form to align with the 

Department of Justice requirements by adding mental 

health and homelessness question. For this reporting 

period (65) out of (127) complainants reported they had no mental health issues. (14) 

complainants said they have mental illness while (48) complaints had missing data due 

to factors already mentioned in prior sections. Data analysis identified one individual 

who filed three separate complaints reporting they have ‘no’ mental illness in one 

complaint while responding ‘yes’ to mental illness question in other two occasions.  

Heterosexual 

56 

Homosexual 

6 

Bisexual 

1 

Asexual 

1 

Other 

2 

Not Reported 

61* 

Source: CPOA Complaint Intake Forms 

Complainants with 

Mental illness 

14 

Complainants with NO 

Mental illness 

65 

Not Reported 

48* 

Source: CPOA Complaint Intake Forms 
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Complainant Housing Status 

Albuquerque has a large segment of population which 

is homeless. Police encounters with such population 

segment on the daily basis. To identify patterns of 

police misconduct against homeless population, the 

data in this section will be essential in providing 

information about the complainants, whether they are 

homeless or were homeless at the time of incident. 

 

(11) complainants stated they were homeless, while (78) reported they were not 

homeless. There is also the issue of missing data for (38) complainants who did not 

provide information on their housing status. (1) individual in two separate complaints 

stated they are ‘homeless’ in one complaint while ‘not homeless’ in the second 

complaint filed within one month which might question the validity of data which has 

been collected or the honesty of complainants. (76) complainants reported they were 

not homeless at the time of incident while (5) reported they were homeless when the 

encounter with the officer occurred. Again (46) complainants did not provide 

information whether they were homeless or not at the time of incident.  

 

Average time to file complaint from Date of Incident 

Most of the complainants tend to file the complaint within the first week of the incident. 

Looking at the average number of days citizens take to file a complaint from the date of 

incident, almost 55% citizens filed complaint against APD personnel within a week 

from the incident. (22) filed it the same day. There were (3) complainants among (131) 

complaints who filed it 1224, 1299 and 1482 days after the incident occurred. The 

reason why that is the case is unknown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homeless 

11 

Not Homeless 

78 

Not Reported 

38* 

Source: CPOA Complaint Intake Forms 
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Section III. Serious Use of Force and Officer Involved Shooting Incidents 

 

The information underlined in this section will report on the number and type of Serious Use 

of Force incidents for this reporting period and will later provide information on Officer 

Involved Shooting cases. There was a total of (46) serious use of force incidents involving 

(46) citizens and (79) officers. There was a total of (7) officers involved shooting cases 

involving (5) citizens and (7) officers from January to June 2018. 

 

Serious Use of Force (SUOF) incidents 

This section will focus on the number of SUOF incidents 

and type of force used by the officers. It also reports on the 

area command where the incident occurred, demographic 

information of citizens and officers involved in those 

incidents as well as the policy outcome highlighting 

whether the implication of SUOF was within APD Standard 

Operating Procedures (SOPs) or not. 

 

Among (46) SUOF incidents, APD officers used different 

type of force (107) times. Empty hand technique was used 

(38) times (35%) which is the highest among all types of 

force used. Electronic control weapons were used (15) 

times (14%) while serious use of force involving K9 

apprehensions was used (10) times (9%). Further 

breakdown of the type of force used is highlighted in the 

type of force used section on the right. 

 

Looking at the demographic characteristics of the citizens, 

(46) citizens were involved in (46) SUOF incidents. Out of 

those, (25) were Hispanic and (21) were Non-Hispanic. 

Highlights 
Total SUOF Incidents 

46 

Officer’s Involved 

79 

Citizens Involved 

46 

 

Type of Force 

Used 

Display Handgun:   6 

Display Rifle:            1 

ECWs:                     15 

ECW Painting:        6 

Empty hand 

technique:             38 

Hand/feet impact:2 

Handgun:               4 

Impact 40mm:       3 

Impact Beanbag: 5 

K9 Apprehensions:10 

Pain Compliance: 1 

Rifle:                        1 

Takedown Solo:    7 

Takedown Team: 8 

Total:   107 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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The majority of citizens against whom serious force was 

used were Male (32) compare to Female (14). The data 

also shows that (5) out of (46) individuals were homeless 

while (21) were not homeless. Paragraph 298 datasets is 

missing information for (20) citizens regarding their 

housing status against whom serious force was used. 

Racial classification of citizens show that largest 

percentage of citizens were white (37) or (80%) while (5) 

citizens were Black and (4) were Native American. The 

youngest citizen was 17 years old while the oldest citizen 

against whom serious force was used was 60 years old. 

There was one citizen among all cases who was not 

arrested while all other individuals involved in SUOF 

cases were arrested. 

 

(79) officers were involved in (47) SUOF incidents for the 

reporting period from January to June 2018. Among 

those, (24) were Hispanic while (55) were Non-Hispanic. 

Male officers comprised of a larger percentage in 

Albuquerque Police Department compared to Female 

officers and most officers involved in SUOF cases were 

Male (75) compared to Females (4). Looking at racial 

classification, (73) or 92% were White officers. There 

were (2) Black and (2) Asian officers while (1) officer 

belonged to Native American and mixed racial group 

respectively. The youngest officer involved was 21 years 

old while the oldest was 54 years old. 

 

Most SUOF incidents occurred in the Southeast and Northeast area commands (12) 

each. (7) incidents took place in Valley while (6) took place in Foothills area command. 

Northwest saw (4) SUOF incidents while Southwest had (2) for this reporting period. 

(3) incidents took place out of APD jurisdiction. Note that (1) case was missing 

information regarding the X and Y coordinates. The mapping of exact location where 

the incident occurred is highlighted in the figure below. 

Citizen Information 

Hispanic 25 

Non-Hispanic 21 

 

Male  32 

Female 14 

 

White  37 

Black  5 

Native  4 

 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 

Officer Information 

Hispanic 24 

Non-Hispanic 55 

 

Male  75 

Female 4 

 

White  73 

Black  2 

Asian  2 

Native  1 

Mixed  1 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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Figure 4: Geospatial mapping of SUOF incidents January 2018-June 2018 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets provided to independent monitor by APD 

 

Policy Outcome of SUOF Incidents 

Analyzing whether SUOF by officers was within the APD’s Standard Operating 

Procedures can provide useful details to the policy makers in determining if policies 

need modification or officers need more training. In (46) SUOF incidents for the current 

reporting period, there were (79) officers involved. It is important to highlight that one 

case can have more than one citizen and officer involved. The use of serious force by 

one officer might be justified in accordance to the policy but the second officer might 

have used force which was against policy. The information in this section identifies 

type of force used by the officer and whether it is within APD policies or not. 
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Serious force was used (107) times during this 

reporting period. Policy outcome for SUOF falls into (4) 

categories. First is ‘Within Policy (36)’ suggesting the 

application of force is justified and the officer dealt with 

the individual in accordance with APD SOPs and will 

not face any consequences of his/her actions. Second 

is ‘Out of Policy (4)’ meaning force application was not 

in accordance to APD policies and disciplinary action 

can be taken against the involved officer. Third 

category ‘Within Policy- Secondary Policy Shortfall (5)’ 

means that the force applied was within policy but 

other policy issues not related to force application were 

identified during the investigation. Fourth category 

‘Policy Outcome Pending (62)’ shows cases for which 

the SUOF investigation against officer(s) involved is 

still under review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within Policy 

36 

 

Out of Policy 

4 

 

Within Policy but 

secondary policy 

shortfall 

5 

 

Policy Outcome 

Pending 

62 

 

Source: Paragraph 298 datasets 
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Officer Involved Shooting (OIS) incidents 

As per CASA agreement between the City of 

Albuquerque and the Department of Justice, APD 

must report on all the cases which involve firearm 

discharge or shooting by APD officers. The DOJ in 

two-year long investigation determined that although 

most force used by APD officers was reasonable, a 

significant amount of deadly and less lethal force was 

excessive and constituted an ongoing risk to the 

public. The ordinance states that the CPOA review 

and monitor all investigations related to officer 

involved shootings. 

 

There was a total of (7) officer involved shooting 

incidents for this reporting period. (5) shooting 

incidents were against offenders while (2) incidents 

involved animals. Officer’s from Southeast area 

division were involved in (4) while officers from 

Northeast, Valley and Special investigation division 

were involved in (1) incident each. All the officers 

involved had a rank of 1st class police officers and 

among those (5) were male and (2) were female. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlights 

Total OIS Incidents 

7 

Citizens Involved 

5 

Animals Involved 

2 

 

Officer’s Involved 

Southeast 

4 

Northeast 

1 

Valley 

1 

Special Investigation 

1 

 

Male 5 

Female 2 

 

Source: IA Pro 
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Section IV. Public Outreach by CPOA 

 
The section will present information on all public outreach initiatives 

undertaken by the Board and Executive Director including public 

speaking, public safety announcements, public information brochures 

on oversight process for this reporting period. In 2014, the Civilian 

Police Oversight Agency Ordinance was amended to include a 

community outreach component to the police oversight efforts. As 

stated in the Ordinance (O-13-2016), the CPOA shall develop, 

implement, and from time to time amend as necessary, a program of 

community outreach aimed at soliciting public input from the broadest 

segment of the community in terms of geography, culture, ethnicity, and socio-economics. 

The CPOA shall employ or designate a full-time staff member within the administrative office 

dedicated to community outreach efforts. The CPOA shall report its community outreach 

efforts to the City Council on semi-annual basis (Section 9-4-1-4-C-1). 

 
Beginning January 2018, the CPOA maintained a 

steady involvement with the Community Policing 

Councils (CPCs). Executive Director Harness 

attended 36 monthly community meetings on 

behalf of the agency and was invited to co-

present with assistant Monitor Dr. Rickman and 

CPC Manager, Chris Sylvan during a quarterly 

CPC Training session in April. The Agency’s 

participation with APD’s CPCs has been a vital 

component in building positive working 

relationships with community members, as well 

as, various leaders within APD.  

 

Other community outreach initiatives took place with community organizations such as, 

Health Care for the Homeless, the agency actively participated as a guest speaker at their 

annual “Know Your Rights” event. The MLK Foundation hosted a special Amici and 

Stakeholder meeting to allow forward discussions regarding CASA compliance goals. The 

Native American Navajo Nation Summit invited the agency to present on the Police Oversight 

Agency’s role and resources to the community. The outreach subcommittee participated in a 

“Outreach will 

promote the 

mission of the 

POB and be 

the bridge for 

communication 

with the 

community” 
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local outreach invitation to be on KOB’s TV 

segment, Eye on New Mexico. The agency 

participated in several trainings and workshops 

that helped influence and understand cultural 

change in policing at a Management Conference 

with the New Orleans police department in 

Albuquerque. The Agency’s Engagement 

Specialist participated in a special Conflict 

Resolution Training by Dr. Leal, who is an 

assistant Monitor for Community Engagement. In 

addition to conflict resolution, outreach was 

invited by the City’s Human Rights Department to 

participate in a Native American Seminar & Fair Workshop held at Barelas Community 

Center. During these six months, members of the Agency actively sought community input, 

which lead to monumental collaborations with stakeholders and community leaders, thus truly 

fostering the mission statement. 
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Section V. Policy issues at APD & Policy Recommendations by CPOA 

 

This section underline policy related issues at APD identified during the current period and 

policy suggestions given by the agency and board. The ordinance states ‘CPOA shall engage 

in a long-term planning process through which it identifies major problems or trends, 

evaluates the efficacy of existing law enforcement practices, and establishes a program of 

resulting policy suggestions and studies each year’ (9-4-1-4-C-5). Policy and procedures 

subcommittee of the Police Oversight Board is tasked with reviewing APD policies and 

procedures and make recommendations on changes to ensure that compliance and 

consistency aligns with the CPOA’s mission. The subcommittee initiated a program to have 

important APD policies (mostly CASA related) presented at a regular scheduled board 

meeting to provide public an accessible venue for review and discussions. 

 

The quality of a department’s policy impacts the quality of services delivered to public. 

Effective police accountability requires the department to have clear and detailed policies 

regarding police encounters that involve life, liberty and well-being of people they encounter1. 

Policies need to be clear and consistent throughout a department’s Standard Operating 

Procedures manual. Inadequate policies fail to tackle possibly illegal and unprofessional 

actions. CPOA and POB recognizes that a good policy recommendation has several features: 

 

• It identifies a problem and proposes a solution, 

• It is supported by data, 

• It is transparent to the community, 

• It is clear, understandable, trainable and acceptable to the Police Department, and 

• It has a good chance of being adopted. 

 

During the current reporting period, some of the policy related problems identified at APD and 

recommendations by CPOA are stated below: 

 

Policy Issues at APD 

• Police Oversight Board members and Agency’s Director pointed at a major 

problem regarding meetings among APD and POB/CPOA where individuals 

with decision-making authority from APD are not present. 

                                              

1 The New World of Police Accountability, Third Edition by Samuel E. Walker & Carol A. Archbold 
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• APD in policy formation process did not have a structure to tier the policies in 

terms of priority. 

• Policies and Procedures Review Board (PPRB) at APD was not able to track 

online revisions made to the policy. 

 

Policy Recommendation by POB/CPOA 

• During this reporting period, board presented a policy development model 

suggesting that policies should contain measurables which make it possible to 

determine whether policy is effective or not. 

• POB recommended that APD conduct exit interviews of the officers as they 

leave the department to help better understand the specific issues that result in 

high attrition rates and identify measures to address this problem. 

• The agency recommended the necessity to put the role of POB in policy 

development process. The Executive Director suggested APD’s consideration of 

board to simultaneously handle the review of Serious Use of Force and Officer 

Involved Shooting cases since they come to board after being reviewed by the 

Force Review Board. 

• Communication between Office of Policy Analysis (OPA) and POB was a 

concern, the Agency recommended having an OPA representative present at 

POB meetings to explain prospects of future. 

• CPOA recommended tracking policies while ensuring they are changed, not just 

discussed. It suggested the need for a standing report from OPA representative 

to policy subcommittee so board is aware of necessary action in order to make 

policy recommendations to the Chief of police. 

• CPOA also recommended that Subject Matter Experts drafting and submitting 

policy packets to OPA should submit it to POB at the same time, so it can be 

discussed during subcommittee meetings which will help members make better 

recommendation to APD policies. 
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Section VI. POB Policy Activities 

 

As defined by the Police Oversight Ordinance, the role of the Police Oversight Board is to 

provide policy guidance to the City Council, the Mayor and the Chief of Police. Ordinance also 

stated the need for the board to recommend policies related to training, programs and 

procedures and other matters related to APD. The ordinance states ‘The POB shall dedicate 

a majority (more than 50%) of its time towards policy related issues’. This section will provide 

a snapshot of the time board dedicated to policy related activities for the current reporting 

period. During the first year of its existence the POB created a set of operating procedures 

designed to meet their obligations per the ordinance. To serve this mission, POB created 

Policy and Procedures subcommittee, that reviews APD policies and procedures, and makes 

recommendations on changes to ensure that compliance and consistency aligns with the 

CPOA’s mission. 

 

A critical function of the CPOA and POB is to be a conduit of information regarding the APD 

policy process to the public. This function is improved when CPOA / POB participates directly 

in the policy development process at APD and reports the results to the public. Previous APD 

and city administration did not allow the participation of POB and the Agency in policy 

development process. The change since the new APD and city administration have taken 

office is dramatic. CPOA and POB members’ recommendations and suggestions are given 

consideration in the APD policy process and a new era of cooperative relations has begun. 

For the policy development process, board member and CPOA staff regularly participate in 

Office of Policy Analysis (OPA) meetings where new policies and modifications to existing 

policies are presented for review. The members are presented with the opportunity to move 

the policies to the next step or can recommend changes. Board members and Executive 

Director also attend the Policy and Procedures Review Board (PPRB) meetings to review 

recommendations before the policies are finalized and sent to chief of APD for approval.  

 

The updated version of SOP 3-52 ‘policy development process’ that became effective in April 

2018 allows more participation of the POB in the policy development realm. Now all policies 

voted and approved by PPRB come to the POB for 30-day review before being reviewed or 

approved by APD Chief. If the policies are CASA related, they must go through the monitor 

for approval before sent to the chief. These added layers in policy development process also 

requires the Chief of APD to provide indication within 45 days that policy recommended by 
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CPOA will be incorporated into policy or explanation of why recommendation will not be 

followed. Furthermore, the agency and the board recognize that implementation of policy 

should be monitored since they still require further adjustments. At subcommittee level, 

policies implemented are reviewed and investigators identify the policies on case to case 

basis and recommend changes as deemed necessary. 
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Section VII. Recommended Legislative Amendments to Oversight Ordinance 

 

It is important to note that the agency and the Police Oversight Board spent countless hours 

and efforts discussing recommendations and changes to be proposed to City Council 

regarding the CPOA Ordinance for amendments. During this pivotal time, the agency and 

community stakeholders collaboratively identified the needs of the agency and voiced their 

concerns and goals to the City Council, all for the sustainability of Police Oversight and a 

healthy Police Department. 9-4-1-10-F section of the ordinance states that CPOA shall 

‘Identify any matters that may necessitate the City Council’s consideration of legislative 

amendments to this Police Oversight Ordinance’. 

 

Discussions regarding the amendments have been ongoing prior to this reporting period. Last 

changes were made in May 2016 regarding Chapter 9, Article 4, Part 1 of the Police 

Oversight Ordinance. There were no amendments in the ordinance for the current reporting 

period but there has been discussion related to proposed changes requested in previous 

year. There has been continued dialogue between POB and the city council to implement 

changes highlighted in the previous reporting period. In February 2018, Board members and 

Executive Director met with Councilor Benton to discuss changes, who agreed to sponsor the 

ordinance.  
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APPENDIX 

 
I. Civilian Police Oversight Agency (CPOA) Staff 
 

Edward Harness, Esq.  
Executive Director 

 

Paul A. Skotchdopole 
Assistant Lead Investigator  

 
Diane L. McDermott 
Investigator   

 

Erin E. O’Neil 
Investigator 

Chris Davidson 
Investigator   
 
Katrina Sigala 
Civilian Police Oversight  
Senior Administrative Assistant 
 
 

Amanda Bustos 
Community Outreach Engagement 
Specialist 
 

  

A. CPOA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

EDWARD HARNESS, ESQ. was selected as the top candidate by the POB for the Executive 
Director position and confirmed by the City Council as Executive Director of CPOA in 
September of 2015. Edward Harness is a graduate of Marquette University Law School. He 
completed his undergraduate degree in Management of Criminal Justice Operation at 
Concordia University, where he graduated Cum Laude.  As a private practice attorney, 
focused on consumer rights and advocacy, Mr. Harness was recognized as one of 
Milwaukee’s Top-Rated Attorneys 2012 – 2015. He also served as a Police Commissioner 
2007 – 2015. Prior to attending law school Mr. Harness was a City of Milwaukee Police Officer 
and served in the U.S. Army as a Military Policeman. 
 

B. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR 
Under the amended Ordinance, the Executive Director reports directly to the Police Oversight 
Board. The CPOA Executive Director’s duties are as follows: 
 

• Independently investigate, or cause to be investigated, all civilian police complaints 
and prepare findings and recommendations for review by the POB; 

• Review and monitor all Internal Affairs investigations including but not limited to officer 
involved shooting investigations. The Director shall prepare and submit findings and 
recommendations to the POB relating to officer involved shootings, and shall report on 
general trends and issues identified through monitoring or auditing of Internal Affairs; 

• Provide staffing to the Police Oversight Board and ensure that the duties and 
responsibilities of the CPOA are executed in an efficient manner, and manage the day-
to-day operations of the CPOA. 
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• The CPOA will receive and process all civilian complaints directed against the 
Albuquerque Police Department and any of its employees. 

• The Director shall independently investigate and make findings and recommendations 
for review by the POB for such civilian complaints, or assign them for independent 
investigation by CPOA staff or an outside independent investigator. If assigned to staff 
or an outside investigator, the Director shall oversee, monitor, and review all such 
investigations and findings for each.  

• All findings relating to civilian complaints and police shootings shall be forwarded to 
the POB for its review and approval.  For all investigations, the Director shall make 
recommendations and give advice regarding Police Department policies and 
procedures to the POB, as the Director deems advisable. 

• The Director shall report directly to the POB and lead the CPOA; independently 
investigate or supervise all investigations of civilian complaints, audit all IA 
investigations of complaints, recommend and participate in mediation of certain 
complaints, and supervise all CPOA staff. 

 

II. Police Oversight Board (POB) 

A. VOLUNTEER BOARD MEMBERS 
 

 

ERIC H. CRUZ - Mr. Eric Cruz is currently the Acquisition Program Manager at Kirtland Air 
Force Base.  Mr. Cruz's unique set of knowledge, skills, and abilities can be an asset to the 
POB.  They include program management experience of setting and executing goals, working 
in a government setting, working with a team to achieve common goals, working in groups 
with dissenting opinions, education and training in leadership and communication skills.  He is 
a resident of an area of Albuquerque that has high police activity. 
 
JOANNE FINE - Ms. Joanne Fine has served as a member of the APD Public Safety 
Partnership for several years, which worked on creating partnerships between the community 
and APD.  Ms. Fine also served as Project Director for developing and opening the Family 
Advocacy Center, which is a partnership between APD and United Way that serves victims of 
interpersonal violence.  Her experience in developing the Family Advocacy Center provided 
her with the opportunity to work with human service providers, the courts, the DA's office, 
underserved communities, and law enforcement, which can be an asset to the POB. 
 
LEONARD WAITES - Mr. Leonard Waites is a lifelong resident of Albuquerque, which drives 
his interest in serving on the POB.  Mr. Waites wants to ensure the safety of the City and 
assist in making the POB a fair and impartial system for the citizens of Albuquerque and the 
Albuquerque Police Department.  Mr. Waites is a member of the NAACP and previously 
served on the Police Oversight Task Force.  His areas of interest include mending the 
relationship between the community and police department and building a relationship 
between the Board and Chief of Police, as it will be important to correcting and implementing 
policies and procedures. 
 
CHANTAL M. GALLOWAY - Ms. Chantal M. Galloway is currently a Vice-President of 
Business Services. Ms. Galloway holds a BBA from the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 
as well as an MBA from the University of New Mexico. Ms. Galloway's interest in serving the 
POB comes from her desire to be active and serve her community. Ms. Galloway has a 
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background with for-profit and non-profit organizations and hopes to bring her skills of 
obtaining outcomes wherein vested partied have their concerns or opinions heard and acted 
upon. 
 
VALERIE ST. JOHN - Ms. Valerie St. John is currently self-employed with V. St. John 
Investigations, performing pre-employment background checks, contract work for an 
immigration and self defense attorney, among other legal and investigative duties. Ms. St. 
John previously worked in the District Attorney's Office as a Prosecution Assistant. Ms. St. 
John's community activities have included serving as President of Spruce Park Neighborhood 
Association, volunteering at Catholic Charities, and membership of the Cesar Chavez 
Committee. 
 
CHELSEA N. VAN DEVENTER - Chelsea Van Deventer has both a bachelor's degree in 
political science and a law degree from the University of New Mexico. Ms. Van Deventer 
brings with her a background in criminal defense, policy work, and community organizing.  
 
DR. WILLIAM J. KASS - Dr. William J. Kass is currently a retired physical scientist. As a 
private citizen, he has been active in following Albuquerque Police Department reform efforts 
for nearly five years. He has met with victim's family members; attended meetings with the 
Department of Justice, the Independent Monitor Team, the City of Albuquerque Council, the 
Mayor's Initiative, the Police Oversight Task Force and former and current versions of the 
Police Oversight Board. He has also attended several area Community Policing Councils. His 
interests are primarily in policy and community outreach. He serves as the chair of Policy and 
Procedure Review Committee and is a member of the Community Outreach subcommittee. 
He believes that police policy is public policy and the community should have a voice in 
creating that policy. That can only be done if the community is informed and engaged and 
Albuquerque Police Department responds positively to their concerns. 

 
JAMES A. LARSON – Mr. James A. Larson is retired from Sandia Labs and has Bachelors 
and Masters Degrees of Business Administration from UNM. Mr. Larson’s interest in serving 
on the Board comes from his prior experience in law enforcement and management positions. 
Mr. Larson is active in other area of civilian oversight by participating in Northeast Area 
Command Community Policing Council meetings and POB subcommittee meetings. 
 
JOHNNY J. ARMIJO - Mr. Johnny J. Armijo is currently the Special Projects 
Coordinator/Manager at the Bernalillo County Housing. Mr. Armijo’s interest in serving on the 
POB comes from his experience and interest working with communities and families. Mr. 
Armijo’s experience includes working at Bernalillo County in Housing and Parks and 
Recreations Department, and Youth Development Inc. Other community work includes 
President of his home owner’s association and Chair of the Albuquerque/Bernalillo County 
DWI Planning Council.  

 

B. POLICE OVERSIGHT BOARD DUTIES 

The Police Oversight Board (POB) is tasked with the following functions:  

• Promote a spirit of accountability and communication between the citizens and APD 
while improving community relations and enhancing public confidence;  
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• Oversee the full investigation of civilian complaints; audit and monitor all 
investigations and/or police shootings under investigation by APD’s Internal Affairs; 

• Continue cooperation with APD and solicit public input by holding regularly 
scheduled public meetings; 

• Review all work of the CPOA with respect to quality, thoroughness, and impartiality of 
investigations; 

• Submit all findings to the Chief of Police; 

• Review and analyze policy suggestions, analysis, studies, and trend data collected or 
developed by the Administrative Office, and shall by majority vote recommend polices 
relating to training, programs and procedures or other matters relating to APD. The 
POB’s policy recommendations shall be submitted to APD and to the City Council.  
The POB shall dedicate a majority (more than 50%) of its time to the functions 
described in this subsection. 

 

C. POLICE OVERSIGHT BOARD SUBCOMMITTEES 
 

Case Review Subcommittee 
 
Reviews Civilian Complaints alongside the CPOA Executive Director 
 
Members: 
Leonard Waites 
Joanne Fine 
Valerie St. John 

 
Policy and Procedure Review Subcommittee 
 
Reviews Albuquerque Police Department policies and procedures, and makes 
recommendations on changes to ensure that compliance and consistency aligns with the 
Civilian Police Oversight Agency’s mission 
 
Members: 
Dr. William Kass 
Eric Cruz 
Chelsea Van Deventer 
Jim Larson 
 

Community Outreach Subcommittee 
 
Members of the Police Oversight Board discuss community outreach and engagement efforts 
 
Members: 
Chantal Galloway 
Joanne Fine 
Valerie St. John 
 
 

Personnel Subcommittee 
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Discuss business regarding Civilian Police Oversight Agency administrative human resource 
decisions 
 
Members: 
Eric Cruz 
Joanne Fine 
Leonard Waites 


